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Let R be an n-dimensional affine domain over a field k, where k is either
perfect or char k s 0. Let J be the Jacobian ideal of R. In this paper, we prove
s nq1Ž .that there exists an integer s such that J Ext M, N s 0 for all finitelyR
generated R-modules M and N. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, several interesting theorems concerning uniform proper-
w xties of Noetherian rings have been proven. For example, C. Huneke 1
proved that three kinds of rings enjoy the so-called ``uniform Artin]Rees
w xproperty.'' Moreover, the author 7 proved that if R is a Noetherian local
ring with finite local cohomology then there is a uniform number that
bounds the relation type of every parameter ideal.
The purpose of this paper is to study the following uniform property. Let
R be an excellent ring of finite Krull dimension n. Let c g R be such that
R is regular. Then it is fairly easy to see that if M and N are finitec
s nq1Ž .R-modules then there is an integer s such that c Ext M, N s 0. ThisR
leads us to ask whether we can choose s so that c s kills the functor
nq1Ž .Ext y, y . We do not know whether this uniform property holds inR
wgeneral. However, we do know it holds for certain rings. In 6, Theorem
x5.4 , the author proved that if R is a complete Noetherian local ring
containing rational numbers then R has this uniform property. In this
article we study the uniform property for affine algebras.
Let R be an n-dimensional affine algebra over a field k and let
w x Ž .R s k X , . . . , X rI be a presentation of R over k, where I s f , . . . , f1 m 1 t
w xis a height r ideal of k X , . . . , X . Recall that the Jacobian ideal of R1 m
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o¤er k is the ideal of R generated by the images in R of the r = r minors
Ž . Ž . Žof the Jacobian matrix › f , . . . , f r› X , . . . , X . It is well known cf.1 t 1 m
w x.4 that the Jacobian ideal defines the non-smooth locus of R provided
that k is perfect or has characteristic 0. Therefore the uniform property
stated above is equivalent to saying that there is an integer s so that
s nq1Ž . w xJ Ext y, y s 0, where J is the Jacobian ideal. In 8 , the author hasR
nq1Ž .shown that if R is Cohen]Macaulay then J Ext y, y s 0.R
w xRecall that the proof of 6, Theorem 5.4 made use of the theory of
w xuniversal-finite module of differentials developed in 5 , therefore it is
appropriate to make use of the theory of module of Kahler differentials inÈ
this paper. Let R be an affine k-algebra and A be its subalgebra. Let
V denote the module of Kahler differentials of R over A. ThenÈR r A
Jacobian ideal of R over A, denoted by J , is the 0th Fitting ideal ofR r A
V . This notion plays an important role in this paper as it is closelyR r A
related to V and the Jacobian ideal of R over k. For example, it isR r A
known that J s Ý J , where J is the Jacobian ideal of R over k andA R r A
the sum is taken over all Noether normalizations A of R. We will list in
w xSection 2 several useful properties of V and J from 4 . With theR r A R r A
help of these, we are able to show that if the field k is perfect or has
characteristic 0 then R has the uniform property.
2. PRELIMINARY
w xWe begin this section by recalling some definitions and facts from 4 .
DEFINITION 2.1. A ring homomorphism f : A “ B is called 0-smooth
Ž .or B is 0-smooth over A if for any A-algebra C and ideal N : C with
N 2 s 0, any A-algebra homomorphism g : B “ CrN lifts to an A-algebra
homomorphism h: B “ C.
Let k be a ring and A be a k-algebra. We use V to denote theA r k
module of Kahler differentials of A over k.È
w xTHEOREM 2.2 4, Theorem 25.1 . Let k “ A “ B be a composite of ring
homomorphisms. Then the following sequence of B-modules is exact:
V m B “ V “ V “ 0.A r k A Br k Br A
If moreo¤er, B is 0-smooth o¤er A then the following sequence of B-modules
is exact:
0 “ V m B “ V “ V “ 0.A r k A Br k Br A
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w xTHEOREM 2.3 4, Theorem 25.2 . Let A be a k-algebra, I be an ideal of A,
and B s ArI. Then the following sequence of B-modules is exact:
IrI 2 “ V m B “ V “ 0.A r k A Br k
If moreo¤er, B is 0-smooth o¤er k then the following sequence of B-modules is
exact:
0 “ IrI 2 “ V m B “ V “ 0.A r k A Br k
The following proposition plays a crucial point in this article. Recall that
w xif R is an A-algebra, then in 3 the Jacobian ideal of R over A, denoted
by J , is defined to be the 0th Fitting ideal of V .R r A R r A
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A be a polynomial ring of n ¤ariables o¤er a field k.
Let R be a f. g. A-algebra of dimension n. Let P be a prime ideal of R. Then
the following statements are equi¤alent:
Ž .1 J o P.R r A
Ž .2 R is 0-smooth o¤er A.P
Ž . w x3 R is 0-smooth o¤er k, and if A s k X , . . . , X then the imagesP 1 n
of x , . . . , x in R form an V-base for R rk.1 n P P
Remark 2.5. If R is an A-algebra such that V is a free R-module,R r A
 4  4then a set x of elements of R is called an V-base for RrA if the dxi i
form a basis for V over R.R r A
w xProof of Proposition 2.4. Let R s A X , . . . , X rI be a presentation1 m
Ž w x.of R over A, and Q g Spec A X be such that QR s P. Let m s
w x Ž . Ž .QA X and K s k P s k Q , the residue field of Q.Q
Ž . Ž .1 « 2 . By assumption, there are f , . . . , f g I such that1 m
Ž Ž . Ž ..det › f , . . . , f r› X , . . . , X f Q. Moreover, the images of f , . . . , f1 m 1 m 1 m
w xin A X are part of a regular system of parameters of m. If not, thereQ
Ž . Ž2.exists i F m such that f g f , . . . , f q Q , that is, there are g fi 1 iy1
w x 2 iy1Q, g , . . . , g g A X , and h g Q such that gf s Ý g f q h. By1 iy1 i ls1 l l
Ž .taking the partial derivatives, we obtain that in K, › f r› X , . . . , › f r› Xi 1 i m
Ž Ž .is generated by the row vectors of the matrix › f , . . . , f r1 iy1
Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..› X , . . . , X , and it follows that in K, det › f , . . . , f r› X , . . . , X1 m 1 m 1 m
s 0, which is a contradiction.
Ž . w xSince ht I s m and f , . . . , f A X is a height m prime ideal ofQ 1 m Q
w x Ž . w x w xA X , I s f , . . . , f A X ; therefore by 4, Theorem 30.3 , R isQ Q 1 m Q P
0-smooth over A.
Ž . Ž .2 « 3 . Note that R is 0-smooth over A and A is 0-smooth over k.P
We have R is 0-smooth over k. On the other hand, R is 0-smooth overP P
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A gives the following short exact sequence by Theorem 2.2:
a
0 “ V m R “ V “ V “ 0.A r k A P R r k R r AP P
w xMoreover, by 4, Theorem 30.3 , V is a free R -module of rank 0,R r A PP
Ž .which means that V s 0. Therefore the map a gives 3 .R r AP
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . Notice that if I s f , . . . , f then V has the presenta-1 t R r A
tion
› fž /› Xi
t mR “ R “ V “ 0.R r A
Since
a
V m R “ V “ V “ 0A r k A P R r k R r AP P
Ž .is exact by Theorem 2.2 and a is surjective by the assumption of 3 , we
Ž .› f r› Xj it m6have V s 0, hence the sequence R R “ 0 splits. There-R r A P PP
Ž .fore, J s I › f r› X o P.R r A m j i
To end this section, we state the following fact from Linear Algebra.
Ž . nLEMMA 2.6. Let F be a field and let ¤ s l , . . . , l be a ¤ector in F .1 n
Let c , . . . , c be elements in F. Let M be the matrix with row ¤ectors c ¤ ,1 n i
i s 1, . . . , n. If 1 is an eigen¤alue of M then Ý c l s 1.i i i
Ž .Proof. Assume that l / 0. Then yl , l , 0 . . . , 0 , . . . ,1 2 1
Ž .yl , 0, . . . , 0, l forms a basis of the eigenspace associated with then 1
eigenvalue 0. Since 1 is an eigenvalue of M, M is diagonalizable and is
 4similar to D s diag 1, 0, . . . , 0 , therefore Ý c l s tr M s tr D s 1.i i i
3. THE UNIFORM PROPERTY
Throughout this section, let R be an n-dimensional affine domain over
a field k, where k is either perfect of characteristic p ) 0 or has charac-
teristic 0. Let J be the Jacobian ideal of R over k; then J defines the
Ž .singular locus of R, i.e., if Q g Spec R then R is regular if and only ifQ
Ž .J o Q. Let P g Spec R be such that R is a regular local ring and K isP
the residue field of R .P
w xLEMMA 3.1. Let A s k x , . . . , x be a Noetherian normalization of R1 n
such that J o P. Let q s P l A. ThenR r A
Ž .1 qR s PR .P P
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Ž .  42 Let y , . . . , y g q. Then y , . . . , y is part of a regular system of1 i 1 i
 4parameters of qA if and only if y , . . . , y is part of an V-base for R rk.q 1 i P
Ž .Proof. 1 Since R is 0-smooth over A by Proposition 2.4, R isP P
Ž .0-smooth over A . It follows that R rqR is 0-smooth over k q ; there-q P P
fore R rqR is a field and qR s PR .P P P P
Ž .2 Let y , . . . , y g q. Since K is 0-smooth over k, by Theorem 2.3,1 i
0 “ PR rP 2R “ V m K “ V “ 0P P R r k K r kP
 4is exact. We see that if y , . . . , y is part of a regular system of parameters1 i
 4of qA , then dy m 1, . . . , dy m 1 are linearly independent in V m K,q 1 i R r kP
 4hence y , . . . , y is part of an V-base for R rk. Conversely, if the images1 i P
 4 2 of y , . . . , y are linearly dependent in PR rP R , then dy m 1, . . . ,1 i P P 1
4  4dy m 1 are also linearly dependent in V m K, therefore y , . . . , yi R r k 1 iP
cannot be part of an V-base for R rk.P
w xPROPOSITION 3.2. There is a Noetherian normalization A s k x , . . . , x1 n
Ž .such that J o P and that P l A s x , . . . , x A, where h is the heightR r A 1 h
of P.
w xProof. By 8, Theorem 1 , there is a Noetherian normalization B s
w xk y , . . . , y such that J o P. In what follows, we will show for every i,1 n R r B
w x0 F i F h, there is a Noetherian normalization B s k y , . . . , y suchi i1 in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .  4that 1 y , . . . , y B : P l B ; 2 J o P; and 3 y , . . . , y formsi1 i i i i R r B i1 i ii
part of an V-base of R rk. If so, let A s B ; then the assertion follows.P h
We shall prove by induction on i. If i s 0, then we simply take B to be0
B. Therefore we may assume that there is a Noetherian normalization
w x Ž . Ž .B s k y , . . . , y which satisfies 1 ] 3 , where 0 F i - h.i i1 in
Ž .  4By Lemma 3.1 2 , y , . . . , y forms part of a regular system of parame-i1 i i
Ž .ters of q B , where q s P l B . Therefore there is an element y gi q i
w x  4k y , . . . , y l q such that y , . . . , y , y is part of a regular system ofi, iq1 in i1 i i
Ž .parameters of q B ; then it is also part of an V-base of R rk by Lemmai q P
Ž .  43.1 2 . Since y , . . . , y is an V-base of R rk, we have, say,i1 in P
 4y , . . . , y , y is an V-base of R rk.i1 i, ny1 P
Case 1. k is perfect.
w x w Ž .xSince y g k y , . . . , y , by 2, Lemma 3.2 a there exists an integer ti, iq1 in
w x w X X xsuch that k y , . . . , y is integral over k y , . . . , y , y , wherei, iq1 in i, iq1 i, ny1
X Ž .Ž t p. j w X X xy s y y y . Let B s k y , . . . , y , y, y , . . . , y ; then Bi j i j in iq1 i1 i i i, iq1 i, ny1 i
is integral over B , and hence B is a Noetherian normalization of R.iq1 iq1
Ž . Ž .It is clear that B satisfies 1 and 3 . Therefore, it remains to see byiq1
 X X 4Proposition 2.4 that y , . . . , y , y, y , . . . , y is an V-base of R rk.i1 i i i, iq1 i, ny1 P
X  4However, this follows from the fact that dy s dy and y , . . . , y , yi j i j i1 i, ny1
is an V-base of R rk.P
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Case 2. char k s 0.
w x w Ž .xSince y g k y , . . . , y , by 2, Lemma 3.2 b there is a polynomiali, iq1 in
Ž .H such that whenever c , . . . , c g k satisfy H c , . . . , c / 0,iq1 ny1 iq1 ny1
w x w X X x Xk y , . . . , y is integral over k y , . . . , y , y , where y s y yi, iq1 in i, iq1 i, ny1 i j i j
c y .j in
 4  4Notice that both y , . . . , y , y and y , . . . , y are V-base of R rki1 i, ny1 i1 in P
and there are l , . . . , l g K with l / 0 such that dy m 1 s1 n n in
ny1 Ž . Ž .Ý l dy m 1 q l dy m 1 in V m K. Since k is infinite, we canjs1 j i j n R r kP
Ž .choose c , . . . , c g k such that c s ??? s c s c s 0, H c , . . . , c1 n 1 i n iq1 ny1
n w X X x/ 0, and Ý c l / 1. Now, let B s k y , . . . , y , y, y , . . . , y ,js1 j j iq1 i1 i i i, iq1 i, ny1
where yX s y y c y ; then from the above, B is integral over B ,i j i j j in i iq1
hence B is a Noetherian normalization of R. Furthermore, it is cleariq1
Ž .  4that y , . . . , y , y B : P l B and y , . . . , y , y is part of an V-basei1 i i iq1 iq1 i1 i i
of R rk. Therefore, it remains to show that y , . . . , y , y,P i1 i i
X X 4y , . . . , y is an V-base of R rk. To see this, let M be the n = ni, iq1 i, ny1 P
Ž .matrix over K with row vectors c ¤ , where ¤ s l , . . . , l . Theni 1 n
dy m 1 dy m 1¡ ƒ ¡ ƒi1 i1
. .. .. .
dy m 1 dy m 1i i i i
Xdy m 1 dy m 1s I y M = ,Ž .i , iq1 i , iq1n
. .. .. .
Xdy m 1 dy m 1i , ny1 i , ny1¢ § ¢ §dy m 1 dy m 1
where I is the identity matrix.n
 X X 4Therefore, y , . . . , y , y, y , . . . , y is an V-base of R rk ifi1 i i i, iq1 i, ny1 P
I y M is invertible. However, Ýn c l / 1 by the choice of c , so that byn js1 j j j
Lemma 2.6, 1 cannot be an eigenvalue of M. It follows that I y M isn
invertible. This completes the proof.
w xTHEOREM 3.3. There is a Noetherian normalization A s k x , . . . , x of1 n
R such that J o P and R is Cohen]Macaulay, where q s P l A.R r A q
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, we can choose a Noetherian normalization
w x Ž .B s k x , . . . , x such that J o P and that P l B s x , . . . , x A,1 n R r B 1 h
where h is the height of P. Let I be the Cohen]Macaulay locus of R0'Ž .i.e., I s I and R is Cohen]Macaulay if and only if a g I . If I l B o qa 0 0
then R is Cohen]Macaulay and the assertion follows. Therefore, we mayq
assume that I l B : q.0
Choose y g I l B such that y g q2. We claim that there is a Noethe-0
w x  4rian normalization B9 s k y, y , . . . , y of R such that x , y , . . . , y is2 n 1 2 n
an V-base of R rk. Again we divide the proof of the claim into two parts.P
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Case 1. k is perfect.
w x w Ž .xNote that y g k x , . . . , x and by 2, Lemma 3.2 a there exists an1 n
w x w xinteger t such that k x , . . . , x is integral over k y, y , . . . , y , where1 n 2 n
Ž .Ž t p. i w xy s x y x . Let B9 s k y, y , . . . , y ; then B9 is a Noetherian nor-i i 1 2 n
 4malization of R. Since x , . . . , x is an V-base of R rk and dy s dx1 n P i i
 4; i G 2, x , y , . . . , y is also an V-base of R rk.1 2 n P
Case 2. char k s 0.
w x w Ž .xSince y g k x , . . . , x , by 2, Lemma 3.2 b there is a polynomial H1 n
Ž .such that whenever c , . . . , c g k satisfy H c , . . . , c / 0, B is integral2 n 2 n
w xover k y, y , . . . , y , where y s x y c x , ; i G 2. Choose c , . . . , c g k2 n i i i 1 1 n
Ž . w xsuch that c / 1 and H c , . . . , c / 0. Let B9 s k y, y , . . . , y , where1 2 n 2 n
y s x y c x , ; i G 2. Then from the above B9 is a Noetherian normaliza-i i i 1
tion of R. Furthermore, let M be the n = n matrix with row vectors c ¤ ,i
Ž . nwhere ¤ s 1, 0, . . . , 0 g K ; then we have
dx m 1 dx m 11 1
dy m 1 dx m 12 2s I y M = ,Ž .. .n. .. . 0  0
dy m 1 dx m 1n n
where I is the identity matrix.n
Since c / 1, by Lemma 2.6, 1 is not an eigenvalue of M. It follows that1
 4I y M is invertible and x , y , . . . , y is an V-base for R rk. This provesn 1 2 n P
the claim.
Since R is regular, I o P. Choose y g I _ P. We may assume thatP 0 1 0
 4 Žy , y , . . . , y is an V-base for R rk. If not, dy m 1 g dy m 1, . . . , dy1 2 n P 1 2 n
. X Ž . X  4m 1 K. Let y s y x y 1 ; then y g I _ P. Observe that x , y , . . . , y1 1 1 1 0 1 2 n
is an V-base for R rk and y is invertible in R . We obtain thatP 1 P
X Ž . Xdy m 1 f dy m 1, . . . , dy m 1 K. Therefore, we may replace y by y .1 2 n 1 1
 4Notice that y, y , . . . , y are algebraically dependent over k. If k is1 n
w xperfect, then for some integer t, k y, y , . . . , y is integral over1 n
w X X x X Ž t p. ik y , . . . , y , where y s y y y , i s 1, . . . , n. On the otgher hand, if1 n i i
w xchar k s 0, then there are elements c , . . . , c g k such that k y, y , . . . , y1 n 1 n
w X X x Xis integral over k y , . . . , y , where y s y y c y. Therefore, if we set1 n i i i
w X X xA s k y , . . . , y in either case, then A is a Noetherian normalization of1 n
X Ž 2R and dy m 1 s dy m 1 in V m K. Note that y g P , dy m 1 s 0 ini i R r kP
.  X X 4V m K. Therefore, y , . . . , y is an V-base for R rk, or equiva-R r k 1 n PP
lently, J o P. Moreover, yX g I _ P and we obtain that R isR r A 1 0 P l A
Cohen]Macaulay.
Before we state our main result in this section, we quote a couple of
w xfacts from 6 .
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w xLEMMA 3.4 6, Corollary 1.6 . Let R be a commutati¤e Noetherian ring
and M a finitely generated R-module. If M is a first syzygy of M then1
1 Ž . 1 Ž .ann Ext M,y s ann Ext M, M .R R R R 1
w xLEMMA 3.5 6, Lemma 5.14 . Let R be a n-dimensional affine domain
o¤er a field k and A be a Noetherian normalization of R. Let x g A be such
1 Ž .that x Ext R,y s 0. If M and N are finitely generated R-modules and MA n
n 1 Ž .is any nth syzygy R-module of M, then x Ext M , N s 0.A n
w x ŽPROPOSITION 3.6 6, Proposition 5.9 Base Change for Annihilator of
.Ext . Let A be a Noetherian ring and R a finitely generated A-algebra. Then
for any finitely generated R-modules M and N,
J ann Ext1 M , N : ann Ext1 M , N .Ž . Ž .R r A A A R R
We now state our main result as follows.
THEOREM 3.7. Let R be an n-dimensional affine domain o¤er a field k,
where k is either perfect or char k s 0. Let J be the Jacobian ideal of R. Then
s nq1Ž .there exists an integer s such that J Ext M, N s 0 for all finitelyR
generated R-modules M and N.
Ž .Proof. We first show the following claim: If P g Spec R is such that
nq1ŽJ o P, then there exists an element x g J _ P such that x Ext M,R
.N s 0 for any finitely generated R-modules M and N.
To prove it, note that by Theorem 3.3 we know that there is a Noethe-
rian normalization A of R such that J o P and R isR r A q
Cohen]Macaulay, where q s P l A. Notice that R is free as an A -q q
 1 Ž ..module and if R is a first syzygy A-module of R then Ext R, R s 0.1 A 1 q
1 Ž . 1 Ž .So there exists y g A _ q such that y Ext R,y s y Ext R, R s 0 byA A 1
Lemma 3.4. It follows by Lemma 3.5 that if M and N are finitely
generated R-modules and if M is any nth syzygy R-module of M, thenn
n 1 Ž .y Ext M , N s 0. Moreover, since J o P, choose an element zA n R r A
n nq1Žin J not in P and set x s y z; then by Proposition 3.6, x Ext M,R r A R
. 1 Ž .N s x Ext M , N s 0. This proves the claim.R n
nq1Ž .Let J s lann Ext M, N , where the intersection is over all finitely0 R R
generated R-modules M and N. Then by the claim, for any prime P such
nq1Ž .that J o P, there is an element x f P such that x Ext M, N s 0 forR
any finitely generated R-modules M and N, which means x g J ; there-0
sfore P r J . It follows that J : J , or J : J for some integer s, and'0 0 0
s nq1Ž .then J Ext M, N s 0 for any finitely generated R-modules M andR
N.
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